Courtney Zoffness writes fiction and nonfiction. She won the Sunday Times Short Story Award, the largest international prize for short fiction, as well as a Center for Fiction Emerging Writers Fellowship, the Arts & Letters Creative Nonfiction Prize, and residency fellowships from MacDowell. Her writing has appeared in the *Paris Review Daily*, *The New York Times*, *Guernica*, *Longreads*, and elsewhere. Her debut, *Spilt Milk*, was named a Most Anticipated Book of 2021 by Publishers Weekly, *LitHub*, *The Millions*, *Refinery29*, and others. Courtney directs the Creative Writing Program at Drew University and lives in Brooklyn, New York.

March 15, 2021 @ 7pm (Zoom)

Registration: [www.drew.edu/WritersAtDrew](http://www.drew.edu/WritersAtDrew)  
(registration is required for this event)

The reading will be followed by a Q&A with the author  
Sponsored by The Casement Fund and the English Department